“More democracy at work” – rally on 10 October 2018, 4:30 pm, in front of the European Parliament (Esplanade)

The ETUC prepares a small rally at the first day of the annual EWC conference on the Esplanade of the European Parliament in order to raise visibility of the campaign for more democracy at work.

Commissioner Thyssen is invited to give the keynote speech to the conference and before leaving ETUC will symbolically handover the signatures.

Afterwards the participants of the ETUC EWC conference are invited to gather at the Esplanade to handover symbolically the signatures for our European Appeal for more democracy at work www.european-appeal.org.

All affiliates are invited to send a delegation and in particular the ETUFs.

Members of the European Parliament are invited to come to this small rally to receive symbolically the signatures collected.

Deputy General Secretary will explain the action and invited MEPs will get the opportunity to respond.

Among the invited MEPs will be Udo Bullmann (S&D), Sven Giegold (The Greens), Martin Schirdevan (Nordic Left), Elmar Brok (Christian workers union EUCDW in the EPP).

There will be a stand, a banner “More democracy at work”, coffee.